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President's Piece
... still waiting for an article from our captain.
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    Social Ramblings
Some people think all we do is paddle. This is myth. 
What is a canoe anyway? Our kayak club enforces good times, whether you like 
it or not. First semester saw many innocent and 
unknowing faces get introduced to the no-fun laws of 
UCCC outside of the paddling. This was done through several club trips with 

afterparties at Brian's, big nights in town, a raving party at Craig's, a spa 

party and a mammoth bus trip called Brunner! All socialising seems to involve 

goons, kegs or as in many cases, both. Phrases such as 'if we're not paddling 

we'll be gooning and spooning' and 'slap that goon before it slaps you!' are 

commonplace and very serious matters indeed. Second semester brings new 

enthusiasm for social events such as movie nights, club dinners, more big nights 

in town and the prospect of a second Brunner..?!? Definately gonna be good 

times ahead!   Chris

James rips it up on some river on the coast with Jono, Brian and Luc

Captain's Column
... still waiting for an article from our captain.
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Story: Monique,                        Photos: Brian
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Combos '09

Big Dan Tacklingthe Rapids

Chris playing with fire for 
people to dance around later

The Overnighters heading off on the Upper Hurunui

Story: Monique,                        Photos: Brian
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White Water Week '09
By Dani

Chris
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BrunnerBy Brian U
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"activities

Get amounst it!
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no pain, no 
gain

Club Heli Trip By Dale
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Craig 

By Craig
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Canoe Polo  

By Nicole
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Combos '08
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White Water Week '08
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Bliss Stick Visit
By Brian
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Club Safety  

By Jordy

The UCCC promotes safe kayaking, participation in 
safety courses and the development of budding new 
kayakers. This year the UCCC has addressed some 
serious issues surrounding safety and the 
progression of beginners. Over the last few years 
beginners were able to paddle over Maruia Falls, if 
they wished to do so, towards the end of a week 
long kayaking course. However, in response to a 
serious criticism from some leading kayak 
instructors and our own criticisms, we had decided 
to abandon this part of white-water week and only 
offer the opportunity to paddle the falls to only 
those will solid rolls and who are paddling grade III 
with relative ease. A positive step forward in terms 
of safety for the club. Another 
issues arising from white-water 
week was whether we had been 
challenging the ability of beginners, 
in response to Marc Rodgers 
walking out of the Buller 
Earthquake run. I personally felt the 
group of beginners were up to the 
run, but this issue will be further 
discussed at the next UCCC 
meeting. 

With many beginner/intermediate 
paddlers continuing to kayak this 
semester and the herding of more 
complete beginners, all leading to a 
huge work load for our limited but 
talented instructors, the UCCC is 
encouraging the use or external 
institutions, in conjunction with 
what the UCCC offers during this 
spring and summer paddling season. 
The NZRCA* are offering subsidies 
for safety courses, we strongly urge 
the participation of any and all 
members in such courses as if you 
are on the river you not only 
responsible for yourself, but also 
those around you. Another good 
institution to look into is the New 
Zealand Kayak School, based in Murchison. The 
NZKS employs some of the top instructors in New 
Zealand and is a great place to build upon what you 
have learnt with the UCCC. Mick Hopkinson, runs 

the school and has offered 10% off courses for 
UCCC members, just another reason to jump onto 
one of these courses. 

Safety is the most important part of kayaking and 
this is a quote or ideology that I believe is a good 
thing to have in mind in safety situations.

“YOU, YOUR CREW, OUR GEAR”
 - gear is replaceable and what help are you to your 
crew if you worsen your position when trying to 
help them. 

Be safe, or else Jordy will be mad!
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In the Eddy
KT - UCCC's Awesome Conservation Officer 

Lots of kayakers at the Network Tasman and 
Kayakers Meeting
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The Lower Kakapotahi gorge (Investigated for hydro-
electricity)
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Early Club History
compiled by Robyn Burgess in 
1989, updated in 1997 by Fiona 
Mackay and Brian Thorne in 2009
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The Kokatahi

Classic Kokatahi

Robin Scott Portaging Twin-Towers
Photo: Jordan Searle
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The Kokatahi JORDY SEARLE

Cover Shot

Entrance Carnage Gorge
Paddler: Angus Young
Photo: Jordan Searle

Boogie WaterPaddler: Jordan Searle, Photo: Simon Davidson
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The Styx

Photos stolen off Jordy's Laptop
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Kayak Palooza

Brian & Craig on a flooded O'Sullivans

Fun times, Honest!

Bring on the hordes of paddlers to murch

By Brian Thorne
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Kayak Palooza

KT - Moose Cat

Hayley getting a helping hand before the 
Glenroy

Kim and Reb keep a watchfull eye on us
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Joining the whitewater kayaking club was the 
best decision I made coming to New Zealand. 
Awesome crew and excellent way to see the 
country. If you don't know what goon and 
scrumpy is yet, you'll know soon enough. 
U Triple C is the sh*t!   Kress Weitzel

The UCCC is awesome!!! We 
got to go on tons of fun trips 
and see parts of the country 
unknown to us before! Come 
paddling! It rocks!!! Monique

Having joined the UCCC at Club's 
Day in February, the instructors 
showed us beginners during one 
week at Combos how to get a 
little bit of a feeling for a wobbly 
kayak and introduced us to the 
basic techniques of paddling, 
rescuing each other and safety 
issues. It is just a big time with 
fast improvements and a good 
crew of experienced instructors 
and beginners. A good challenge 
for every grade and the best 
goon-slapping club at this uni!! 
Daniel

UCCC is the BEST club I had the 
pleasure of being apart of during my 
time at Canterbury.  I was new to 
whitewater kayaking, but the club has 
friendly and experienced members that 
made me feel safe; 
ergo I was able to 
have heaps of fun at 
times.  The sport is 
exhilerating, the 
people are great, and 
the experiences are 
unforgettable. 
Karl

So what´s to say about the kayak club...it is for sure the 
best club I have ever joined. To put it in a nutshell, the club 
is all about awesome people who love kayaking, partying 
and crazy costumes. I got to know NZ from one of its most 
gorgeous views and was instructed by some really nice 
guys who were always there when I flipped. In addition, I 
spent some great times on adventures such as the White 
Water Week, Brunner and the Heli Trip. You guys know 
how to organize some unforgettably awesome trips. I had 
so much fun! Thanks for that, guys! Lots of love, Theresa :)
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Testim
onials

One of the best non-academic 
decisions I made at uni was to join 
UCCC - for all the three years I was 
at uni! The people are awesome 
and the trips are always legendary 
(be it adventure-wise or just good 
ol' drunken fun!). Although I'm back 
in Malaysia now, I still keep in touch 
with some of my UCCC friends 
from all over the world because 
they're just great people.

Shima Abd Ghafar

Spending a semester in New Zealand was a great 
adventure, but it wouldn't have been the same 
without the friends I made. Getting involved with 
UCCC turned out to be the best thing! Everyone 
was friendly and I had the chance to learn 
something completely new. The group was a great 
mixture of serious learning (like during Combos 
week) and GREAT fun (like the costume-required 
pub crawl) and so much more!! And even now (July 
2009), two years later, I'm still in contact with the 
friends I made through that club.
Sara Hagie

"They saved my life! They also were fully 
responsible for endangering my life."
"They're all drunks, but fun drunks"
"I saw a horse make out with an old man in the 
springfeild pub on a UCCC trip. Can you say 
sketchy?"  Ian Warrington
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The CoastBy Jordy

The West Coast is renowned for 
its steep creeks and rivers, heli-
kayaking and remoteness and, 
therefore, class IV-V white-water. 
For this reason, there is a 
perception that the coast is not an 
ideal destination for beginner 
paddlers or those intermediate 
paddlers pushing into the realm 
of class III+ - IV kayaking. 
Having grown up on the coast 
and learning to paddler there, I 
know this to be a misconception 
and that lower sections of most 
class IV-V runs have sections to 
accommodate all paddling 
abilities. To breakdown all the 
lower sections of West Coast 
Rivers would require a small 
novel and for this reason I will, 
only, breakdown the most classic 
of west coast rivers... The 
Arahura.
Most commonly known for the 
currently un-runnable Dent Falls, 
the picturesque Curtain-Call, 
Billiards and the infamous Cess-
Pit. However, the Arahura also 
has four (or more) lower runs 
between class II and III+. Just a 
few kms upstream from the 
Arahura bridge, at the corner just 
back from where you turn to go 
over to Blue Spur, is what I 
would call the 'Introduction 
section' or Corner to Groynes. 
Class II, safe enough to swim the 
length of the run, simple lines, 
big eddies, completely road side 
and is a perfect platform to 
practise the art of eddy turns, 
ferry gliding, rolling, whoopies, 
safe swimming, river 
reading...everything! The get out 
is the rock Groynes not too far 
down stream and after running 
the 1.5-2km shuttle you'll be 
warm enough to go again.
Upstream from here is the 
'Progression Section' or Huts to 

the Corner. Follow the road up 
the Arahura Valley, left at the 
junction where you can turn to go 
over to Blue Spur and drive until 
you reach a big iron gate, park 
before it and walk up the road 
until you cut down a small track 
to the river. The length of this run 
is substantially longer than the 
introduction section, you can get 
out at the corner or the groins, 
but either way set shuttle because 
its about 10km. The rapids on 
this run are beginning to enter the 
II+ realm where there is more 
confused currents that easily tip 
novice paddlers. Before tackling 
this run, it would be best if you 
were running the introduction 
section without swimming, or 
rarely swimming and paddling 
into all its rapids with 
confidence. Remember the length 
of the run... take some snacks, 
maybe a dry polypro, sunscreen 
and work on surfing in all the 
sweet little play spots.
Milltown Gorge is the next run in 
the progression up the Arahura 
River. Having not personally run 
this section, this description is 
from up and coming kayak star 
Brian Urmson. The get in is 
where Milltown Road crosses the 
Arahura River, inland from lake 
Kaniere; the take out is anywhere 
downstream mentioned above
A little bit harder than the lower 
sections due to the length of the 
trip and the inclusion of gorged 
kayaking. People wishing to take 
on this run should only do so 
when they are completely 
comfortable on the lower runs. 
On our trip down the run with 
Westland High School, we made 
the trip an overnighter, which is a 
great way to increase the 
experience. There are some 
sections starting to reach into the 

class III section, but nothing 
mandatory to run or things that 
you cannot scout. In Milltown 
Gorge itself, there is the 
opportunity to get out on river 
left and look at and/or walk 
rapids. Enjoy
The highest run on the Arahura, 
other than the sweet goodness of 
the super classic class IV-V 
section, is from cess-pit gorge 
down. Park by the large Iron 
Gate, just after you cross the 
Arahura River on Milltown 
Road. Get into your kit, throw 
your boat on your shoulder and 
follow the road/track on the other 
side of the Iron Gate. The river 
gradually increases in gradient 
and difficulty the further you 
walk; put on where you feel 
comfortable. If things look within 
your ability up to the swing 
bridge, be sure you carefully 
scout the river above the swing 
bridge as things are a lot busier 
(III+). DO NOT CARRY YOUR 
BOAT AWAY FROM THE 
RIVER WHERE THE TRACK 
STEEPENS AND GOES OVER 
A SMALL HILL – there is a 
serious rapid hidden away 
followed by a class IV gorge, by 
all means go have a look but if 
you are hearing about the 
Arahura through this article, you 
are almost definitely not ready 
for Cess-Pit and Cess-Pit Gorge.  
This article only covers one of 
the West Coast’s many rivers and 
illustrates that there are plenty of 
runs for beginner/intermediate 
paddlers on the coast. The lower 
of rivers such as the Hokitika, 
Styx, and Kokatahi also have 
section that should be checked 
out so go have a scout, a paddle 
and adventure and let us know 
what you find. 
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Spooning By Dani
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